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Reading

Part 1
Read the text.
Write one letter from the box in each space. There is one word you
do not need.
There is one example. (0.)

My best friend is Saif. Saif is the 0. A boy in our English class,
I’m much 1. ____ than him, but I will grow one day! Saif is very
healthy and strong. He does a lot of 2. ____.
We are similar in some ways. We both love Italian food. Saif’s
favourite food is pizza, he says that he loves the 3. ____ of pizza
when it is cooking. I like pasta, it 4. ____ delicious, but Saif says I
chew too loudly when I eat pasta. He is funny!
Saif is a very 5. ____ person, he shares his toys with me. He has
some bad characteristics too. He is 6. ____, he doesn’t like
waiting and he gets angry sometimes.

A tallest

B smell

C sniff

D exercise

E tastes

F

G impatient

H kind

shorter
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Part 2
Read the text about Nisreen and choose the correct answers.
There is one example.

Nisreen is a twelve-year-old inventor from Ajman. She started
inventing when she was eight. First, she helped her mother with a
new kind of laundry basket. The laundry basket has long arms that
can pick up clothes on the floor.
Nisreen also decided to help her sister. It was hard for her sister to
clean under the bed. Nisreen built a robot to do the job. The robot
is small so it can go to places that are hard for her sister to reach. It
has a brush, a motor and batteries.
Nisreen is still inventing things to help her family. When she is
eighteen she wants to go to Sharjah University to study robotics
and design a flying jetpack that will help her father to put out fires
in skyscrapers.
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Example: What is a good title for the text?
A
B
C

Huge Robots
Bad Inventions
A Young Inventor

7. At what age did Nisreen begin inventing things?
A
B
C

12 years old
8 years old
18 years old

8. Why is Nisreen’s laundry basket special?
A
B
C

It’s very small.
It can pick things up.
It puts out fires.

9. Which family member did Nisreen help second?
A
B
C

her mother
her father
her sister

10. What can the robot with brushes, a motor and batteries do?
A
B
C

fly
clean
do the laundry

11. What will Nisreen do in the future?
A
B
C

study robotics
fly jetpacks
clean skyscrapers

12. Which word best describes Nisreen’s inventions?
A
B
C

dangerous
sharp
helpful
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Writing

Write about your Emirati hero or heroine.
Write about 30-40 words in total.

1. What does your Emirati hero or heroine do?

2. What are your Emirati hero or heroine’s characteristics?

3. How does your Emirati hero or heroine help other people?
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